Phonics Edition: diphthongs

brainamin
The fast thinking game that’s a vitamin for your brain!

brainamin benefits:

The fast thinking game that’s a vitamin for your brain!

Brainamin is designed to be a challenging educational game for little ones!
While playing the phonics edition games, students will work on important skills
including phonics, fluency, word recognition, and critical thinking. Students
must quickly put their “reading brains” to work by being the first player to
uncover and call out the matching word and picture.
™

While many educational games require students to wait their turn before
challenging themselves and attempting the skill at hand, Brainamin allows ALL
players to be actively involved in learning during each and every round.
Students must decode and read all six words on the word card. Then, they
must quickly scan all six pictures and call out the match before any other
player. Students could also play this game independently by using a sand timer
to “beat the clock.”
™

The result is a fast-paced game that takes “matching” to the next level by
creating an engaging experience that mixes learning and fun! Students will
build literacy skills, visual-discrimination skills, visual-motor skills, processing
skills, and so much more! I hope you enjoy playing this game. Have fun!
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ideas for using this resource:
small groups (warm-ups, phonics, word work)
literacy centers
fast finisher games
partner reading games
RTI, one-on-one intervention, tutoring
morning work tubs
small group “quick closing” activity
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how to play

Objective: The object of the game is to collect the most matching pairs of cards.
What You’ll Need: Print out the game cards. You may choose to laminate them. There are
two kinds of cards: Word Cards and Picture Cards. You can choose to print the cards on the
same color of cardstock and simply separate the piles. Or, you may wish to print the Word
Cards and Picture Cards on different colored paper. Either choice will work.
This game can be played with two or more players.
Setting Up the Game: Separate the Word Cards and the Picture Cards. *It is important that
prior to playing the game, both piles of cards are shuffled really well. Place the Word Cards
and Picture Cards in separate piles, face down.
Playing the Game: Step 1: Players (or the teacher) will flip over the top card from each pile,
so that all players can see both cards. (See Picture Below)

educator version: page 1
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Step 2: All players will read and study both cards. Be the first player to call out the
matching picture and word. (See Picture Below)

*While chances are small, if a Word Card and Picture Card contain exactly all of the same six words and pictures, the player who calls out ANY of the
matches first will collect those cards. If the cards are properly shuffled prior to playing, the chances of two identical cards being flipped is very low!

OWL!

Step 3: The first player to call out the matching picture and word will collect both cards.
Repeat with two new cards.

Step 4: Continue playing until all matches have been collected. The player who collects the
most cards WINS! Then, you can sort, shuffle, and play again!
educator version: page 2
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how to play

Step 1: Shuffle the Word Cards and
Picture Cards. Put the Word Cards and
Picture Cards face down.

Step 2: Flip over the top card from
each pile. Make sure everyone can see
the cards.

Step 3: Be the first player to call out
the matching word and picture. If you
are first, you get to collect both cards.

Step 4: Keep playing until all of the
cards are collected. The player with the
most matches wins!

OWL

kid-friendly picture card version
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label for organization

A label is included if you wish to put the your cards into a 4x6 photo
box for storage. This is ideal for the organization of your Brainamin
Phonics Games, especially if you own additional Brainamin sets.

click here to
check out the
rainbow
storage boxes!
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about Miss DeCarbo
Christina DeCarbo-Wagers is an elementary teacher from Northeast Ohio. She
holds a Bachelor’s degree in Early Childhood Education, a Master’s degree in
Elementary Literacy, and a specialized K-12 reading endorsement. Christina has
experience in instructional consulting, literacy coaching, and professional
development services. Over the course of her career, she has presented literacy
workshops and professional development sessions for Staff Development of
Educators, ASCD, and state and local educational conferences. Christina has also
provided extensive services and trainings for school districts and educational
service centers across the state of Ohio.
Christina is passionate about helping students reach
their greatest potential as readers and writers. Her
engaging resources are based on developmentallyappropriate research and are founded in the
importance of critical thinking, creativity, and
problem-solving skills for young learners. Her
educational company, Miss DeCarbo, Inc., was
founded in 2012 and provides educators with
curriculum, ideas, research-based advice, and
inspiration. You can learn more about Miss DeCarbo
by visiting her website, www.missdecarbo.com.
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thank you

for choosing a Miss DeCarbo educational resource
™

connect with me
terms of use:

Licensing Terms: This download includes a license for one educator only for personal use in his or her
classroom. Licenses are non-transferable, meaning they cannot be passed on from one teacher to
another. If you want to use this as a grade level, share it with a colleague, or use it with a school or
district, the proper number of additional licenses must be purchased. You can purchase additional licenses
at a discount in your My Purchases page when you are logged into your Teachers Pay Teachers account.
If you are a coach, administrator, or curriculum director interested in transferable licenses to
accommodate yearly staff changes, contact me for a quote at christina@missdecarbo.com.

Copyright Terms: Every page of this document is copyrighted. This resource may not be uploaded to
the internet in any form, including classroom/personal websites or blogs, and district or shared
servers that those who did not purchase an additional license could access. Uploading the file to
the internet is a direct violation of copyright.
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do you love brainamin ?
™

Brainamin is available in additional phonics patterns.
Click the cover pictures below to learn more!
™
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need additional intervention resources?
My No Prep Intervention Binders for
ELA contain engaging resources right
at your fingertips! Perfect for RTI,
one-on-one intervention, small groups,
tutoring, and remedial teaching.

Click Here
Click HERE to Follow Me on TpT!
Click the Star To Get
Notifications of New
Items and Sales!
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